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Introduction

With this report, Garrigues has once again followed through on its annual commitment to keep clients,

professionals, institutions and other stakeholders in the picture. We consider this a duty of transparency

to all concerned. 

There is no getting away from the fact that the crisis has almost entirely transformed the landscape as we

once knew it. There are many who believe (and no doubt rightly so) that, following the recovery, nothing

will ever be the same again. 

Nonetheless, as a result of and above and beyond such changes, we would point to the transformation

experienced by our clients, who are reassessing their objectives and embarking on new ventures. With

this in mind, we are here to tell our clients (with whom we have shared common challenges) that they

can rest assured that Garrigues is also evolving in a bid to continue helping them as this new future takes

shape.

Garrigues has sought to take advantage of these years of crisis to make it better, more robust, more

competitive and more sustainable. We have revamped our model of corporate governance, making it

more modern and efficient; we have diversified our activity, ushering in new practice areas; we have

strengthened our systems of quality control and codes of ethical conduct for all professionals, of whom

we demand conduct beyond reproach; we have kept in place our professional career path and we have

taken the decision to set up offices in new regions the world over, such as Latin America. 

Garrigues is not merely a profit-oriented outfit, but rather seeks to give priority to governance, ethics and

corporate values; optimal personnel and talent management and the Firm’s role within society, in which

we have a part to play.

Our aim is to remain at the forefront of Spain and Continental Europe’s tax and legal services market,

while also boosting our presence worldwide. To this end, no effort will be spared.

Fernando Vives Ruiz Ricardo Gómez-Barreda

Managing Partner Senior Partner
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Garrigues is always open
for business

BOGOTA SHANGHAI WARSAW BRUSSELS LONDON
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Who we are

The firm

Created in 1941, Garrigues is a leading tax and legal

advisory firm in Spain and Continental Europe. Our people

and our clear and undeniable international calling give us

the ability to provide our clients with a comprehensive

advisory service of the very highest quality wherever they

may need it, with respect for and compliance with, at all

times, the applicable legislation in force in each and every

jurisdiction in which we operate. 

For further information: 

A service you can rely on across 
all areas of the law

We provide professional tax and legal advisory services

with multidisciplinary teams that enable us to guarantee

the same standard of service across the board. 

Our Practice Areas are:

Accounting Law

Administrative Law

Banking and Finance

Corporate Law and Commercial Contracts 

Criminal Law

Energy

Environmental

E.U. & Antitrust

Human Capital Services

Information Technology

Insurance

Intellectual Property

Labor and Employment Law

Litigation and Arbitration

Maritime and Transportation

Mergers & Acquisitions

Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology

Planning and Zoning

Real Estate

Restructuring and Insolvency

Securities Markets

Sports & Entertainment

Tax

Telecommunications

For further information: 

Geographic proximity to clients: 
Global network

Garrigues is a law firm with a presence in Europe, America,

Asia and Africa.

See more on our Offices and Desks at:

Latin America, the strategic focal point 
of Garrigues' internationalization

On May 13, 2013, we announced a major step forward in

Garrigues’ expansion process. As part of our steadfast

commitment to being an international law firm, we have

started the roll-out of our own network of offices in key Latin

American countries, which are set to join the head office in

São Paulo. Our aim is to become the leading firm in the

region, capable of offering our clients legal advisory services

in each jurisdiction, in line with the strict quality standards

that are a hallmark of our firm in the Iberian peninsula and in

the geographic areas in which we have offices, such as Asia

(Shanghai), North Africa (Casablanca), Central and Eastern

Europe (Warsaw), a well as the US (New York), the United

Kingdom (London) and the European office in Brussels. 

Law firms have a crucial role to play in the international

development of major corporations and SMEs. Setting up for

business in a foreign country calls for an understanding how

it works, not just from a legal standpoint, but also in terms of

how laws are made and how business is done. With this in

mind, a law firm with on the ground expertise and know-

how can offer added value. 

Latin America in particular is a natural market for a core

subset of our clients, who, hailing from a wide array of

backgrounds, are increasingly active in the region. As things

http://www.garrigues.com/en/Conocenos/Paginas/La-Firma.aspx
http://www.garrigues.com/en/AreasDePractica/Paginas/Home.aspx
http://www.garrigues.com/en/RedDeOficinas/Paginas/Home.aspx
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stand, 24% of our international clients have a foothold in the

Americas. Garrigues has accompanied them for decades, but

now, as part of its new internationalization strategy, it has

taken a key step forward in securing its presence in the

region. Each of our offices is made up of Latin American

lawyers who draw on their in-depth market knowledge to

practice local law. We also seek to accompany our Latin

American clients in their external expansion, particularly in

Europe and Asia.

Garrigues’ current expansion in Latin America includes the

opening of offices in Colombia, Peru and Mexico, countries

with a solid track record of economic growth over the last

decade and outstanding future prospects. In these countries

our lawyers offer a multidisciplinary service, placing particular

emphasis on the most dynamic economic areas and

industries.

The offices in Colombia, Peru and Mexico form part of a first

stage that will be rounded out with the opening of other offices

in countries of particular interest for Garrigues and its clients,

with the aim of cementing our position as a firm of choice in

the region and a fully integrated international law firm. 

Colombia, the new face of Latin American growth

Up and running since July 2013, the Bogota practice is the

second office that Garrigues has opened in Latin America,

following on from the São Paulo HQ. From the Columbian

office, and thanks to an initial team of 20 specialized

professionals, the firm offers tax and legal advisory services to

companies and public entities in various fields of Columbian

law: mergers and acquisitions, corporate law, banking and

finance, capital markets, infrastructure, public law, litigation and

international arbitration, tax and labor/employment law. 

The group of professionals from the Bogota office is

coordinated by Javier Ybáñez, the Partner in charge of

Garrigues' Latin American practice, and is comprised of a

team of Columbian lawyers covering all areas of law. In

addition to a wealth of experience in Colombia, many of

them have worked at major law firms in other jurisdictions

such as Madrid, New York and London. Our team, in

tandem with professionals from the other offices in

Garrigues’ network, guarantees a uniform, quality service,

irrespective of where the client is located or the complexity

of the transaction.

For further information:

Industry specialization

We provide our clients with added value tax and legal

services, drawing on in-depth knowledge of their businesses

and the industries in which they operate. 

The Industries in which we specialize can be found at:

Structure and governing 
and managing bodies

A professional limited liability company, Garrigues is

owned by all of the firm's practicing partners.

The managing partner manages, administers and represents

the company. In the course of his activities, the managing

partner has the support of the senior partner, the Executive

Board and the Professional Practice Committee, in addition

to other advisory committees, each with their own

respective supervision, control and advisory functions. 

For further information:

Compliance and integrity

Garrigues has clear, well-established hallmarks both internally

among those who make up the firm and in its dealings with

clients and society at large, based on excellence in the

provision of client service, a commitment to people and

professional ethics and independence. 

In these dealings, Garrigues has carried out an in-depth review

and update of its internal regulations (the firm's in-house

policies, procedures, regulations, codes and rules, approved by

the firm’s competent bodies and mandatory for all Garrigues’

people), in order to continue to boost its commitment to

ethical and responsible conduct by all of the firm's members. 

The measures adopted with this aim in mind include the

approval in June 2013 of Garrigues Code of Ethics, which

forms part of the firm's internal regulations (together with

internal regulations on the prevention of money laundering

and terrorist financing, the Prevention Program and internal

policies). Specifically, the Code of Ethics, which came into

force on September 1, 2013, replaces Garrigues Code of

Professional Conduct, to the extent that it includes its values

and principles (as the firm's unshakeable hallmarks), focuses

on them and examines other relevant issues. 

The values and principles underpinning this identity are

most notably the following:

http://www.garrigues.com/es/land/Paginas/Garrigues-America-Latina.aspx
http://www.garrigues.com/en/land/Paginas/Garrigues-America-Latina.aspx
http://www.garrigues.com/en/Conocenos/Paginas/Gobernanza.aspx
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Unshakeable values:

a) Commitment to client service
b) Commitment to quality
c) Commitment to the firm and its members
d) Commitment to ethical conduct

Fundamental ethical principles: 

a) Integrity
b) Loyalty
c) Independence
d) Ongoing training
e) Dignity and respect
f) Professional secrecy

These values and principles are inseparably linked and all

those who work at the firm are duty bound to uphold and

safeguard them and are responsible for conveying them in

their day-to-day activity, at all times observing the legislation

in force.

In addition to addressing these values and principles,

Garrigues’ Code of Ethics contains the rules and guidelines

that are expected of — and required from — all the firm's

members, both in their relations with the firm and other

members, and also with clients and third parties in general.

The Code has been prepared bearing in mind the principles

of corporate social responsibility assumed by Garrigues and

includes the firm's commitment to the principles of

corporate ethics and transparency across the board.

In order to strengthen proper, effective compliance with the

Code of Ethics and other internal regulations by all of the

firm's members, on September 1, 2013 an internal

communications channel was set up, which is reserved and

strictly confidential, called the Ethics Channel, through which

all of the firm's members can report conduct by members

of the firm that may be irregular or contrary to the law,

ethical standards, the rules of conduct or the Code of

Ethics, or any other provisions of Garrigues' internal

regulations. 

In order to ensure the proper management of the

communications made through the Ethics Channel, the

Ethics Channel Regulations have been approved, entering

into force on September 1, 2013 and which define the

scope of application, the rules on access and procedure and

other matters relating to the Ethics Channel that are

necessary for its correct implementation and operation. 

In this fiscal year, Garrigues has also carried out a wholesale

review and overhaul of its Prevention Program (which,

much like the Code of Ethics, also forms part of Garrigues’

in-house rules), the aim of which is to identify and monitor

potential risks of compliance with applicable regulations and

codes of ethics, and, where applicable and possible, to adopt

measures with the ability to mitigate and/or reduce global

exposure to such risks. 

As part of this process, several measures have been green

lit, and the plan is to implement them in the coming fiscal

year, with the aim of rounding out the Prevention Program

already in place at the firm. It is worth noting that, alongside

the general preventive measures for all the members of the

firm, other specific measures have been approved, aimed at

the different practice areas and departments in the firm, in

line with their specific and respective characteristics. 

Finally, note that an action plan has been approved, setting

out a series of organizational measures and a definition of

the policies relating to technology, training and information

in a bid to raise awareness among all the members of

Garrigues of the firm's irrevocable commitment to ethical

and responsible conduct and, in short, to improve the

efficacy of the Prevention Program.

Dialog with stakeholders

Garrigues defines its stakeholders’ as individuals or

organizations in society that significantly affect, or can

significantly contribute to, its activities or decisions, or that

are, or can be, significantly affected by the firm’s actions and

its professional practice. 

The stakeholders identified by Garrigues are indicated in

its Code of Ethics and are its clients, personnel, partners,

alliances, entities (other firms, suppliers, the media and other

organizations), authorities, regulatory bodies and public

administrations and society.

Garrigues has identified its stakeholders and makes a special

effort to encourage and ensure constant communication

with them, and ongoing identification of new channels of

communication, while taking on board their expectations

and defining what courses of action to take in this

connection. 
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To this end Garrigues periodically reviews the identification

of its stakeholders and completes this review with an analysis

of relevance and materiality in order to identify key aspects

(see Schedule I). The pertinent information associated with

material aspects is notified to the relevant stakeholders in

different ways, usually through the CSR Report.

The following table contains Garrigues stakeholders and the

main channels of communication in place:

MAIN CHANNELS OF  COMMUNICATION STAKEHOLDERS IDENTIFIED BY GARRIGUES

Clients Partners Personnel
Authorities,

Alliances Entities SocietyRegulatory bodies
Public Authorities

CSR Reports • •
Client satisfaction and other surveys • • •
Direct comments / informal meetings • • • • •
Reports by prescribers and specialized media • • • •
Requirements by clients and regulatory requirements in the industry • •
Press and media • •
Meetings, committees and external working groups • • • • •
Legislation • •
Formal meetings and internal committees • • •

The firm's most relevant stakeholders are addressed through

the most direct channels of communication (surveys,

meetings, face-to-face conversations), in addition to the

indirect channels used for the majority of stakeholders

(stakeholders' CSR Reports, reports by specifiers and media

– specialized or general – requirements, external working

groups, regulations, etc.). Other means of communication

with stakeholders are used in addition to those indicated in

the above table, such as electronic newsletters, training and

information sessions, websites, the intranet, blogs and social

networks, Garrigues’ e-suggestions box, Garrigues' publishing

collection, evaluations of personnel, the in-house magazine

InterNos and the CSR Report itself.
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www.garrigues.com

Our aim is to make
Garrigues a global firm, 
with a global outlook, 
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wherever they may need us

The key to our success lies 
in the trust of our clients 
Our goal is to help them 
create value 
Our strategy: to recognize, 
attract and retain the finest talent

We offer our clients 
a multi-disciplinary team of 
professionals specializing 
across all areas 
of business and tax law
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Clients

The trust and satisfaction of our clients lies at the heart of

our success, the result of our client-centered approach. With

this in mind, we view every engagement as a challenge. We

undertake to deliver on every project and engagement

entrusted to us and our professionals are aware of the

importance of listening to clients, of gaining an in-depth

insight into their businesses and activities and of

understanding their needs and goals, all with the aim of being

able to provide tailor-made solutions to cater to their needs.

Ongoing, comprehensive, bespoke tax and legal advice and

providing professional services of the very highest quality are

our chosen route towards attaining success. 

We seek to build stable, ongoing relationships with our

clients, based on trust and mutual understanding, by acting

loyally and with transparency.

Using in-house resources or in conjunction with other

entities, Garrigues carries out many informative, refresher and

training initiatives, aimed above all at clients (although often

also at other parties), such as organizing seminars to provide

updates on new legislation, working breakfasts, taking part in

conferences and seminars, etc.

Relations with clients 

Types of clients

Generally speaking, our clients hail from medium-sized and

large private sector companies.

As many as 83 % of IBEX-35 listed companies as of August

31, 2013 have been clients of Garrigues in the course of the

year, and 55 % of the companies listed on the Madrid Stock

Exchange Continuous Market on the same date. In addition,

13 % of the companies making up the MAB Alternative

Stock Exchange at August 31, 2013 have been clients of

Garrigues during that year. While in Portugal, 30 % of the

PSI-20 companies on the Lisbon Stock Exchange as of August

31, 2013 were clients of the firm in 2013.

These figures testify to the high standard of our services,

on offer to the leading and most demanding companies in

the countries in which we operate. 

Clients’ geographic and industry profile 

The location of our office network has a clear bearing on

the origin of our clients. While Garrigues is essentially an

Iberian concern, it is nonetheless an outward-looking firm.

We currently have a large network of offices outside the

Iberian Peninsula, and a considerable number of

international clients, spread across the five continents, now

accounting for 10.3 % of our total client base. The following

chart shows the geographic distribution of our clients based

outside the Iberian Peninsula: 

GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD
OF OUR INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS

The diverse origin of our clients is first of all down to the

vocation and experience of our professionals, accustomed as

they are to working on international projects and, secondly,

to our extensive office network both in and outside Spain.

Europe

North America

Central America

South America

Africa

Asia

Oceania

64 %

12 %

6 %

6 %

4 %

7 %

1 %



Garrigues is also a founding member of Taxand, a global

network made up of more than 2,000 tax advisers hailing

from over 50 firms from the five continents, providing tax

advisory services to multinational clients (further information

at www.taxand.com). 

The industry profile of the clients on our roster can be

seen in the following chart:

BREAKDOWN BY INDUSTRY OF OUR

INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS

Client satisfaction

For some years now, Garrigues has been carrying out

regular surveys of satisfaction levels among its clients using

the “Client Satisfaction” program. 

The latest information available is from the previous fiscal

year, since the interview process from the last fiscal year is

still in progress at the date of going to press (August 31,

2013).

The satisfaction survey consisted of sending questionnaires

and conducting surveys and meetings with a representative

sample of 91 clients from all over Spain, linked to the

different practice areas. The feedback gathered from the

interviews was then discussed with partners and other

personnel from the firm in order to take the appropriate

measures in each specific case based on the comments and

suggestions made, as well as to follow up on their practical

implementation. 

In 2012, the firm received an average overall score of

8.61 on a scale of 0 to 10, representing an improvement

on 2011 (8.38) and 2010 (8.33). The most important

feedback we obtained from the survey was that our

clients rate highly the integrity and reputation of the firm

and the trust we inspire, all of which is linked to our

commitment and the personalized relationship and good

communication we build up with clients. Other highly-

rated features were our proactive approach and initiative,

the clarity and usefulness of our advice and the technical

quality of the firm’s services. As areas for improvement,

clients suggested that the firm should strengthen its

international network, provide more detailed descriptions

of services provided with our fee invoices, and increase

information on new developments and matters of

interest.

Apart from client satisfaction surveys, any potential client

suggestions, complaints and claims are received through the

partner in charge of Professional Practice. 

Managing conflicts of interest

The firm’s substantial client portfolio, the diversity of its

practice areas and the large number of offices and coun-

tries from which it operates make it particularly important

for us to ensure that any potential conflicts of interest that
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Services

Individuals

Construction 
and infrastructure

Public authorities

Transport

Pharmaceutical and health

Technology, telecommunications 
and media

Tourism

Others

Financial services

Energy

Consumption and distribution

Industrial manufacture

24 %

19 %

13 %

1 %

2 %
2 %

3 %

2 %

4 %

5 %

6 %

8 %

11 %



may arise (and do in fact arise with increasing frequency)

in the firm’s professional practice are properly identified,

prevented, managed and resolved.

This is a highly important issue, not only from an ethical

standpoint, but also given its particular sensitivity as regards

the firm’s relationship with its clients. Under the supervision

and coordination of the Professional Practice Committee,

Garrigues has put in place extremely stringent internal pro-

cedures aimed at managing and resolving these cases as ex-

pediently as possible, whether the potential conflict of

interest involves a new client or matter for the firm or arises

from unforeseen circumstances in the course of an enga-

gement already in progress.

Innovation at Garrigues

Here at Garrigues, innovation is key to maintaining stan-

dards. Ever since it was first founded back in 1941, Garri-

gues' main objective in innovation has been oriented

towards client service: a service that goes above and be-

yond tax and legal advisory services and which is defined

as the ability to keep one step ahead of clients' needs and

adapt to the new challenges they face.

For our lawyers, innovation represents a daily challenge and,

above all, a commitment to our clients.

The following examples reveal how this spirit comes to the

fore in the provision of services and products that are based

on an innovative idea, take a pioneering approach and, in

short, ensure a specific and original legal solution that sets

a precedent in the industry, in areas such as:

Criminal Law:

Garrigues, by means of a multidisciplinary team, has

designed a technological tool that helps clients super-

vise and respond to the criminal risks involved in their

businesses.

Finance Law:

Garrigues has provided advisory services to the Fund

for the Orderly Restructuring of the Banking Sector, on

State Aid, in its negotiations with the European Com-

mission in relation to conditions for the recapitalization

and restructuring of the Spanish financial sector.

Restructuring Law:

Garrigues has devised a legal interpretation, by analogy

with US comparative law, which has enabled a Spanish

commercial court judge to authorize, for the first time,

the transfer to the acquiring investor not only the as-

sets of a company in liquidation but also the contracts

that the liquidated company had with third parties, wi-

thout the need for consent by the latter.

Litigation and Arbitration:

Garrigues has implemented a new way of analyzing,

from an economic standpoint, compliance with the re-

quirements of the rebus sic stantibus clause in order to

petition the courts for the readjustment of long-term

leases in various industries in Spain, above all the hotel

industry.

Management of Equity:

Garrigues has created software that enables the tax

effects of footballers' image rights to be assessed with

a view to fulfilling transfer pricing regulations.

With the aim of maintaining our pole position, the creation

of new ideas is our priority and our hallmark. Especially in

times such as these, support for innovation also represents

a guarantee for a successful future: to be profitable and

sustainable, we need to find new ways of helping our

clients.

Finally, by investing in innovation and development, Garri-

gues intends not only to offer its clients added value, but

also to encourage the development of legal practice in

Spain and abroad in an ever more interconnected and glo-

bal market. 

This has been borne out by Financial Times in its annual

ranking of the most innovative law firms in Europe in the

last three years, where Garrigues is in the top ten (Finan-

cial Times Innovative Lawyers Ranking), and picked up the

Most Innovative Law Firm in Continental Europe award in

2011 and 2012.
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Mejor Despacho 
de Abogados 
para Trabajar
en España

2013
Client Service Award 
Chambers Europe Awards 
for Excellence 2013

Law Firm of the Year in Spain 
Client Choice Award, 2013
International Law Office

Firm of the Year in Spain 
IFLR European Awards 2013

Law Firm with the Best 
Reputation 
Merco Report 2013 (42nd)

Best law firm to work for 
in Spain 
XV Ranking of the Best Busi-
nesses to Work for. Actualidad
Económica 2013 (13th)

Best Firm 
in Spain 2012
Legal Alliance Summit

Client Confidence Award  
Gold Spain Awards 2012 
Iberian Lawyer

Most Innovative Law Firm in
Continental Europe  
Financial Times Innovative 
Lawyers Awards 2012
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A firm of talent

At Garrigues, our most prized asset is our professionals. We

therefore constantly strive to attract, develop and retain

talent. To enable our professionals to provide a top quality

service to clients, we need to make available all the

necessary resources and opportunities to ensure that their

talent and capabilities achieve the greatest success to

ensure that their work has a bearing on their professional

surroundings, within the firm and in society as a whole.

Our personnel

The adequate management of our human capital requires

human resources policies to be a priority at Garrigues.

These policies are generally coordinated by the Human

Resources (HR) Committee, comprising representatives

from the firm’s various practice areas and members of the

HR Department The Committee prepares, studies and

debates proposals, which are then submitted to the

Executive Board for approval. The HR Department

oversees the launch and follow-up of every new measure

adopted. 

The structure of our personnel and their distribution by

professional and functional category are as follows:

HEADCOUNT BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY
Average number of persons in the fiscal year 2013

Partners 289

Counsel 10

Principal associates 113

Senior associates 427

Associates 490

Juniors 265

Admin. and Support 540

Total 2,134

According to the annual rankings published by Actualidad

Económica, we have been the best law firm to work for in

Spain for a number of years. This recognition is due, among

other reasons, to our unshakeable commitment to recent

graduates, to give them access to the employment market

and start them out on life's path. Thus, each year we take on

new hires, offering them the chance to forge a professional

career, taking part in an attractive program of tax and legal

training and continuing education and the opportunity to

grow as professionals in a dynamic environment

characterized by a meticulous approach, quality, ethical

integrity and an excellent working atmosphere.  

MAP OF GARRIGUES’ PERSONNEL
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Garrigues promises completely equal treatment and

opportunities for men and women and has policies in

place to facilitate a work-life balance. 

In this regard, for a number of years Garrigues has applied

favorable conditions designed to help strike a better

work/life balance, such as additional rest days at Christmas

and Easter (at the offices in Spain), or an intensive working

schedule on Fridays (which allows employees to take the

afternoon off), along with other benefits described in detail

in “Compensation system”.

The firm's philosophy is to sign indefinite-term

employment contracts with personnel. With junior lawyers

in the first two years of their professional career after

completing their degrees, however, the firm enters into a

work-experience contract 1. 

With respect to its entire workforce, Garrigues observes

the applicable legislation and collective labor agreements

in all of the geographic areas in which it operates.

In the course of their professional careers, some of our

people may on occasion decide to seek fresh challenges.

Our professionals are highly coveted and recognized in the

marketplace and one part of our HR management policy

is to gain first-hand knowledge of the reasons that cause

employees to make the decision to leave our organization.

Only then are we able to identify the areas where we can

improve as an organization and work on them. 

Exhibit II of this document contains detailed employee

turnover figures by gender, professional category and

region at the 2013 year-end.

In another area, the absenteeism rate at Garrigues in 2013,

meaning absence from work for more than three working

days due to a non-occupational disease, was barely 1.72 %. 

Professional development  

From the very moment they join the firm, all Garrigues

personnel are at all times aware of the opportunities open

to them: a highly attractive professional career with

outstanding prospects for personal and professional

growth, characterized by a meticulous approach, quality,

ethical integrity and an excellent working atmosphere.

Garrigues has a career plan structured into clearly

identified professional levels. The names of the different

professionals categories indicated below reflect the reality

of each professional's experience and make it recognizable

in the market in general, and among professionals in the

legal and tax services industry in particular.

Partner

Counsel

Principal Associate

Senior Associate

Associate

Junior 

Garrigues remains committed to ensuring that up-and-

coming generations of professionals have access to all the

resources and opportunities that will give them a rich and

rewarding career at our firm. 

Throughout their time at the firm, our people undergo

annual, individual evaluations by competencies, by means

of written assessments and face-to-face interviews with

their line manager. In their daily tasks our professionals also

receive indications about their work, a consequence of the

continuous supervision by their managers. During the

evaluation process, each individual’s performance and

career prospects are analyzed and discussed, personal and

professional encouragement is given, and feedback is

obtained and assessed. 

Our continuous pursuit of excellence and the maintenance

and improvement of our quality standards in the provision

of professional services mean that standards must be

maintained at all times as part of the evaluation process

of all employees.

Two particularly significant milestones lie along this career

path:

• Promotion to the category of senior associate: marking

the firm’s recognition and the result of excellent

performance during the initial years of their career.

• Promotion to partner : bringing with it professional

recognition by the firm and renown in the professional
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services market and among clients. Making it to partner

marks the beginning of a phase of maturity and the

consolidation of technical expertise in which team

leadership, overall business management, excellence

and innovation in the scope of services and solutions

for clients pose exciting challenges. Partner promotions

are based on objective principles and meritocracy. This

task falls to the Appointments Committee, which

monitors professionals’ development after a certain

degree of experience has been gained, with a view to

annually identifying the profile and potential of

candidates and, in short, the extent to which they fulfill

the requirements to be partner. Broadly representative

and with members from different areas of the firm, this

Committee assesses candidates in an objective and

democratic election process. Ultimately, the final

decision on promotions rests with the Partners’

Meeting, which makes its decisions on the basis of the

recommendations made by the Committee.

In 2013, we have kept our promotions policy and the offer

of an attractive career path for our professionals. As an

example, 10 new partners have been promoted this year. 

There are also specific career and professional promotion

plans in place for individuals working in internal

departments or support services for the legal and advisory

practice areas. 

A commitment to equal 
opportunities

Garrigues has had its own Equality Plan in place since 2008,

with a view to ensuring that principles of equal treatment

and non-discrimination are applied in all the relevant areas

or elements of the employment relationships of its people.

The plan sets out the mechanisms to prevent any direct

or indirect discrimination in processes for recruitment,

hiring, professional classification, training, promotion,

professional career development, compensation and

working conditions. The Equality Plan is available to all the

firm's employees on the corporate intranet.

Garrigues affords equal opportunities to everyone,

wherever they work, and there has not ever been one

single case of discrimination on any grounds (gender, race,

religion, origin, or otherwise) at the firm. 

Similarly, in the recruitment of recent graduates, men and

women are hired on an entirely equal footing at the firm.

NEW HIRES BY GENDER AND REGION

An Equality Commission also exists, comprised of

professionals from different areas, which meets periodically

to safeguard equality, both from an employment and

personal standpoint, and follow up on the measures put

in place.

Garrigues also encourages the hiring of disabled persons

and purchases goods and services from a range of

foundations and special employment centers, and complies

with the provisions of Law 13/1982, of April 7, 1982 on

the Social Integration of the Disabled (LISMI). 

Attracting talent

As mentioned, Garrigues' main asset is its personnel. This

explains why the firm sets such store by its recruitment

process, for the juniors of today may be the partners of

tomorrow. In view of the importance of this process, the

methodology is based on rigorous and objective

techniques. The aim of these techniques is to evaluate

candidates overall, assessing academic and technical skills

and features such as excellent client service, commitment

and ethical integrity. This is standard procedure at all of the

firm's offices. 
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Our wide geographic reach means we meet candidates

from a variety of universities in Spain and worldwide. 

Activities built around recruitment

In order to attract the best talent Garrigues adopts

various university-related measures.

• Activities aimed at informing students about the firm:

employment forums, presentations at universities and

open days at the various offices. 

The HR Department follows up these activities by

examining all candidates that stem from these types

of events and sends the relevant communications to

candidates.

• Classes and seminars by Garrigues personnel at

Spanish universities and business schools in Spain and

abroad.

• Participating at student debating tournaments and

at arbitration competitions (Willem C Vis International

Commercial Arbitration Moot, Moot Madrid).

• Work experience programs. One of the student-

based activities at Garrigues that has really taken hold

in the last few years is its work-experience policy. 

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

We have a commitment to Spanish, Portuguese and

other international universities and training institutions

with which Garrigues has signed collaboration

agreements. Under these agreements, work experience

programs are carried out at all our offices and in all

specialist areas, with a view to training students.

Garrigues offers various work experience programs:

• Internships during the academic year and in the

summer: work-experience arrangements that are

compatible with academic study.

• Curricular activities Garrigues also collaborates with

certain universities by accepting students for their

curricular activities (a compulsory subject on certain

syllabuses - practicum). 

• Internships granting access to the legal profession:

in 2012-2013 the firm signed six agreements with

universities for internships granting access to the

legal profession.

There are also work experience programs for foreign

university students. For example, Instituto Tecnológico

de Monterrey (Mexico), Universidad de El Rosario

(Colombia) and Georgetown University (USA).

The HR Department closely monitors all students taken

on by the firm and organizes welcoming committees,

follow-up and end of studies meetings.  In addition, all

students are assigned a tutor who supervises their

internship and assists with their training and personal

integration in the firm.

Of the juniors that joined the firm in September 2013, 54

% had completed an internship at the firm before they

were hired.

Further information on participation in internship programs

can be found at www.garrigues.com.

Training

For a firm of Garrigues’ stature, the professionalism of its

people is a key factor for its success. The legal sector is fiercely

competitive and here at the firm we consider that, in order

to achieve excellence, it is necessary to recruit and invest in

the finest talent. This requires providing the necessary means

to ensure that our professionals can become leaders, both

in view of their technical competence and their managerial

abilities, helping them to achieve a corporate mentality that

ensures that the client is given the best possible service.

With this in mind, Garrigues continuously strives to offer our

professionals quality, ongoing training in technical and

managerial skills, as well as policies and rules that affect our

profession and the markets and industries in which we

operate.

Our training programs, which are continuously updated,

accompany every professional from the time they join the

firm and reflect, and wherever possible anticipate, the changes

underway in the world today.
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Training schemes are aimed at all personnel, irrespective of

gender, and are personalized according to the level of

experience of each professional. These schemes are designed

and aligned with the firm's strategy, and encourage the

Garrigues culture of creating value by working together,

collaborating, exchanging viewpoints and developing new

ways of approaching the provision of services to clients, one

of the bedrocks of Garrigues’ excellence and success.  

Exhibit II of this document shows how the average number

of training hours by professional categories has evolved over

the last three years.

In most cases, training is managed and provided internally at

Garrigues, and it is the partners, principal associates or senior

associates (professionals with vast experience both as legal

practitioners and, in many cases, as academics) who act as

trainers. At other times, we use external collaborators who

specialize in different training areas and our partner of

reference is Centro de Estudios Garrigues, with a broad

range of training programs used by our own professionals.

Our ongoing training program is highly diverse, and its key

indicators are as follows:

PERSONNEL TRAINED 2013

Welcome programs 108

Executive Degree in Business Law 255

Garrigues Schools 160

Technical training specific to each group 

or specialist area 1,446

Training in ethics and good professional practice 285

Personal skills training 532

Language training 594

Training in technology 294

Knowledge management training 389

Training on the firm’s professional image 108

External training (delivered outside the firm) 289

This last year we have extended our range of e-learning

courses since this type of training is increasingly highly

valued by our professionals due to its economic and

organizational advantages.  In 2013, a total of 1,676 people

have received training using this tool.

In this regard, in order to reinforce the knowledge of the

firm's standards in certain subjects, a series of online

courses has been designed which are included in the

training plan of all new employees.

We continue to encourage the use of our training portal,

housed on the intranet, in order to publish all training

materials to make them accessible to all members of the

organization and to help cut down on paper consumption.

We also monitor and assess training to correct possible

defects in relation to satisfying needs and achieving

objectives, optimizing the learning process.

With all of this in mind, over the last five years Garrigues

has come first and on another occasion made the top five

in the “Training” category of Actualidad Económica's annual

ranking of “The Best Businesses to Work for”. 

Compensation system 

Garrigues rewards the achievements of its labor force using

a performance-linked compensation system. The aim of this

system, together with the rest of the global compensation

package, is to attract, motivate and retain talent.

The system also drives good professional practice and the

growth of the business on terms that create the necessary

conditions for our professionals to pursue an attractive

professional career. This compensation policy is applied

consistently across the board to all Garrigues personnel

and is based on:

• Fixed compensation: in the form of salary bands linked

to the various internal organization levels and to

professional category.

• Variable compensation: generally speaking, calculated on

the basis of Garrigues’ corporate earnings. Garrigues

has also sought to bring the variable compensation of

its professionals more into line with profitable

management objectives. 
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Opportunities for professional development are based on

strictly objective criteria relating to merit and professional

ability, and no distinction is made as regards compensation

on any basis other than professional considerations. In

particular, a person’s gender has absolutely no bearing on

either their base salary or variable compensation

(determined in line with the internal compensation

structure for each professional category and level of

experience), and there are therefore no discrepancies or

conditioning factors whatsoever as regards the amount of

compensation in this connection.

We believe that the compensation we offer meets

expectations at every level of experience and is, without

a doubt, well above the market average. 

Both the fixed and variable components of compensation

are reviewed annually in line with the customary schedule

and procedure. 

On top of salary-based compensation, the firm also offers

a wide range of employee welfare benefits, such as

payment of 100 % of an accident insurance premium for

all employees, 50 % of the premium for optional life

insurance for employees, and 50 % of the premium for

optional health insurance, both for employees and their

families, should they choose to take up this offer.

The total amount contributed by the firm in relation to

the above insurance policies is:

PREMIUM PAYMENTS (€) (*)

2011 2012 2013

Accident and life 
insurance premiums 148,586 178,689 127,711

Medical insurance 
premiums 891,000 1,029,650 1,148,600

(*) Data in relation to Spain

Garrigues also gives employees the option to sign up to

flexible compensation programs that allow them to

optimize their net income using certain products:

luncheon vouchers, kindergarten vouchers, computer

hardware buyers’ program (the ICH program), training

programs and transport vouchers.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN 

THE FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION SYSTEMS (*)

2011 2012 2013

Luncheon vouchers 152 176 180

Kindergarten vouchers 112 135 115

Computer hardware 
buyers’ program 29 164 134

Training programs 23 29 22

Transport voucher - 273 268

(*) Data in relation to Spain

Furthermore, Garrigues employees also benefit from

special deals with leading brands and retailers in the form

of better terms or discounts on a wide range of goods

and services. These benefits are notified to all personnel,

via the intranet, in our e-Bazar. 

The firm encourages and supports voluntary secondments

to other Garrigues offices within and outside Spain. This

initiative has been expanded by giving our professionals

the chance to spend time at other law firms, mainly based

in English-speaking countries, with which we have

cooperation agreements. 

Working atmosphere

Working atmosphere is one of the aspects that most

highly rated by our people. The relationships among

colleagues, teamwork and the spirit fostered in each work

group at Garrigues are among our greatest assets.

Among the leisure activities scheduled for Garrigues’

employees, parties are held in December at our various

offices for the children of those who work at the firm.

These parties offer a perfect opportunity for the little ones

to visit the facilities and to get to know their parents’

colleagues and the place where they spend their daily

working lives. 

Finally, it is worth noting the outplacement work carried

out by the HR Department to help our professionals

redirect their professional career where so required. 
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Health and safety at work 

The firm complies with occupational risk prevention

legislation in all the countries in which it operates.

Garrigues has had in place in Spain since 1997 a Joint

Workplace Medicine and Occupational Risk Prevention

Services (PRL), staffed by a team of occupational doctors,

nurses and graduate risk prevention experts. Their activity

revolves around the four preventive disciplines:

occupational medicine, hygiene, ergonomics, occupational

psychology and safety.

Our Service has the material resources that are necessary

in occupational risk prevention, ensuring optimum health

and safety conditions at our workplaces.

The aim of the Service is to achieve the best quality of life

for Garrigues employees and partners through the integral

management of their health. With this aim in mind, the

different components of the Service work together and

collaborate with other departments in the firm related to

occupational risk prevention and with suppliers. 

In May 2010, the Service successfully negotiated the

Prevention System Audit carried out by Cerne Auditores

de Prevención, S. L., valid for four years, i.e., from May 2010

to May 2014.

An outline of the activities of the Workplace Medicine and

Occupational Risk Prevention Service follows below:

TECHNICAL RISK PREVENTION AREA 

Safety

• Assessment of occupational risks carried out

periodically.

• Periodic review of Garrigues workplaces where

necessary due to changes in working conditions that

justify such review.

• Systematic update and review of the emergency plan

in place at each of Garrigues' workplaces.

• Assessment of the correct compliance with minimum

health and safety requirements established in the firm

by clients and suppliers with which it works, both in

and outside our facilities.

• Training and information regarding occupational risks

to which Garrigues employees are exposed.

Hygiene

• Periodic microbiological control of the internal air,

water and food consumption.

• Systematic drafting and updating of thermo-

hygrometric plans of offices.

Ergonomics

• Study of job positions in coordination with the

Workplace Medicine area.

•  Ergonomic advice in relation to the job position.

WORKPLACE MEDICINE AREA

Prevention

• Monitoring general and specific health according to

risks.

• Campaigns to raise awareness of primary and

secondary tumors and infections (colon cancer, breast

cancer, flu, etc.).

• Predictive medicine through personalized techniques

in relation to breast and colorectal tumors and

pharmacogenics.

On-site healthcare

• Doctor and nurse appointments due to occupational

accidents and illnesses and common ailments

Advice 

• Advice to employees and partners in relation to any

health-related matter (private insurance, car insurance,

etc.).

• Vaccinations for international trips and expatriates.

• Expert advice in relation to contingencies in the

relevant jurisdictional area that may affect Garrigues'

employees.

• Personalized health education and also through the

half-monthly publication of articles in the firm's internal

publication InterNos and on the intranet.

• Health campaigns. Vaccinations, detection of osteo-

porosis, colon cancer, giving blood, etc.
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ERGONOMICS

Área: throughout Spain

• Ergonomics-related queries resolved: 306

• Ergonomic equipment to improve workstation
posture

• Preparation of ergonomic studies and
personalized recommendations to improve
workstation conditions

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

Area: throughout Spain

Health check-ups using in-house and external
resources: 710

• Office check-ups managed from Madrid: 452

• Encouraging a healthy lifestyle through vaccination
campaigns, promoting healthy habits and health
education (face-to-face appointments and
publication of guides on the Intranet)

Area: Madrid and Barcelona

2011 2012 2013

Health check-ups 381 339 258

DOCTOR’S SURGERIES

Scope: Madrid and Barcelona

• Daily surgeries in Madrid and Barcelona offering
personalized diagnoses and treatment:

2011  2012 2013

Doctor appointments 6,082 5,960 5,649

Nurse appointments 2,730 3,042 3,148

Clinical lab. tests 1,381 1,249 1,221

HEALTH ADVICE

Area: throughout Spain

• The most important work focuses on the
preparation of expert analyses and advice for
employees regarding any health-related disputes
that may arise with the National Health Service,
private insurance companies, mutual insurance
companies and other sectors with a bearing on
employees’ health

HYGIENE

Area: throughout Spain

• Compliance with current legislation on the
prevention and control of legionnaires’ disease

• Quarterly analyses of indoor air quality and food
in vending machines at the Madrid and
Barcelona offices by taking environmental
samples and microbiological cultures. A total of
201 industrial hygiene reports were prepared
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SAFETY

Area: throughout Spain

• Periodic health and safety audits at all Garrigues offices

• Updating of the safety equipment at each office

• Basic safety reports: 27

• Low occupational accident rate. Investigation into the possible causes and implementation of the relevant
measures should any take place

2011 2012 2013 

N.º of cases of occupational accidents with sick leave 9 16 8

N.º of occupational accidents on the way to/from work 5 9 3

N.º of occupational accidents at the workplace or 
on journeys made in the working hours 4 7 5

N.º of cases of occupational diseases 0 0 0

N.º of days’ sick leave due to occupational accidents 146 545 69

N.º of days’ sick leave due to occupational accidents 
on the way to/from work 82 216 31

N.º of days’ sick leave due to occupational accidents at  
the workplace or on journeys made in working hours 64 329 38

N.º OF ACCIDENTS 2013

REGION GENDER ACCIDENTS

Madrid Woman 4

Madrid Man 1

Murcia Man 1

Sevilla Woman 1

Valencia Woman 1          

TOTAL 8       

Note that there have been no fatal accidents

Occupational Risk Prevention (ORP) training:  
• ORP training courses (130 new professionals)    
• Initial Response Teams (IRT) / Alarm and Evacuation Teams (AET) (61 employees)
• Basic ORP training course (20 attendees)
• First-aid course (16 attendees)
• Ergonomics course (5 attendees)
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A commitment 
to the community

Pro bono program

Garrigues has always demonstrated a firm commitment

to social responsibility and, in this area, the provision of

pro bono services takes on a particular importance. In this

context, the firm has a pro bono program in place which

covers the main characteristics of the pro bono legal and

tax advisory services provided by the firm free of charge

to not-for-profit entities for charitable, welfare, cultural and

educational purposes and activities. 

The pro bono program was set up in 2012 in order to

formalize the pro bono activity that the firm had been

performing for years and to provide all professionals who

wish to participate with the tools to carry out this

initiative.

General coordination of the pro bono program lies with

the Pro Bono Committee, made up of 13 professionals

from various offices and departments. The committee’s

duties include approving new projects and seeking to

ensure compliance with the mechanisms in place to

guarantee the quality of the services provided.

In 2013 various projects to provide legal advisory services

to not-for-profit entities were approved, covering areas as

diverse as: the formation of entities; modification of bylaws;

advice on contracts; corporate/commercial, tax and labor

law advice in relation to three not-for-profit entities; advice

on grants to public entities and real estate advice.

In this fiscal year we have sought to expand the channels

of pro bono activities and a collaboration agreement has

been signed with Universidad Pontificia Comillas, under

which Garrigues professionals will supervise and mentor

students who, linking their specific training with social

commitment, provide legal assistance to not-for-profit

entities that request their help.

Fundación Garrigues: Corporate outreach

Our corporate outreach initiatives are carried out through

Fundación Garrigues, whose core premise is to align the

firm’s social commitments closely with its strategic goals. 

At the firm, corporate outreach takes shape through the

following initiatives:

Corporate voluntary initiatives

Scholarships and awards

Socially responsible buying

Donation of IT equipment, furniture, 

fittings and office material

Founded and funded entirely by the firm, Fundación

Garrigues was set up on April 1, 1997 and plays a pivotal

role in the implementation of the firm’s CSR policy. The

Foundation’s funds are spent on two broad categories of

activities: educational and cultural activities, basically in the

context of legal culture, and community outreach projects,

related to either education or welfare and cooperation,

such as those detailed below:

1. Educational and cultural activities

a) Legal research: Garrigues Chairs

b) The Young Lawyers Awards

c) Scholarships Program

2. Social outreach

a) Corporate voluntary initiatives

b) Projects 
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1) Educational and cultural activities

(a) Legal research

• Garrigues Chair in Global Law, Universidad de

Navarra.

• Garrigues Chair in the Modernization of Business

Law, Universidad Pontificia Comillas, ICADE.

• Garrigues Chair in Law and Business Studies,

Universidad de Zaragoza.

(b) The Young Lawyers Awards

In July 2013, Centro de Estudios Garrigues played host

to the 12th annual awards ceremony, which was

presided over by the Justice Minister and the Dean of

the Madrid Bar Association.

(c) Scholarships Program

As in previous years, scholarships were awarded,

targeted at higher education and, specifically, the field

of law, for young students approaching the end of their

studies in:

• Official Master’s Degree in Business Law,

Universidad Pontificia Comillas de Madrid, ICADE.

• Several universities in various Spanish cities in

which Garrigues is present.

2) Social outreach

Concern about the common good and guaranteeing social

equality have always featured prominently at Garrigues. This

encourages the Human Resources Department and

Fundación Garrigues to coordinate and pursue their activities

in this field.  One of these was the creation in 2009 of Rincón

Social/Social Corner, a communication channel featuring

social outreach initiatives, contained in our in-house weekly

newsletter InterNos. This altruistic, now firmly established

space, which is published weekly, recounts the personal

experiences of colleagues committed to organizations,

activities and charitable campaigns, proposes initiatives in

which to participate and explains the projects with which the

firm is collaborating. An e-mail was created for people to

send in their experiences, comments and suggestions

(responsabilidad.social@garrigues.com). Through Rincón

Social this last year, we have provided information on projects

by over 50 organizations, foundations and charitable

associations.

The annual report below provides a summary of the main

voluntary initiatives carried out by Garrigues personnel this

last year: 

SEPTEMBER Collaboration in the annual collection to raise funds for the Valencia Provincial Delegation of the Asociación Española
Contra el Cáncer.

Dissemination of sales of tickets for the 2nd Fundraising Gala of Asociación de Asistencia a Huérfanos en Etiopía
(VIHVE) (Association for Assistance to Ethiopian Orphans) at the Seville office.

Donation of furniture to Asociación RETO in Valladolid

OCTOBER Volunteers from the Seville office took part in a fun run to raise money for Fundación Pequeño Deseo

Participation in the 13th Fundación Gmp Paddle Tennis Tournament

Collaboration with Fundación Mary Ward on its 1st Charity Race

Donation of printers to Fundación Betesda in Madrid

Súmate al Rosa Campaign, Asociación Española Contra el Cáncer. Program to raise awareness of breast cancer at
the Madrid office

Donation of uniforms via Fundación Valora to the NGO Cesal
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NOVEMBER Partner for a Day program in collaboration with Fundación Junior Achievement at the Madrid office

Dissemination of a Fundraising Gala for Proyecto Hombre in Malaga

Donation of printers to Fundación Manuel María Vicuña via Fundación Valora

Dissemination of the campaign by Asociación de Lucha contra Enfermedades del Riñón (ALCER) at the Granada
and Malaga offices 

Donation of IT equipment, printers and faxes to the NGO Cooperación Internacional in Zaragoza

DECEMBER Operación kilo to collect food for the Spanish Federation of Food Banks at all Garrigues offices.

Collaboration with Cáritas using a digital corporate Christmas card to celebrate Christmas 2012

JANUARY Blood donation campaign at the Madrid office

FEBRUARY Rooms lent to Asociación Española Contra el Cáncer for the sale of lottery tickets.

Dissemination and participation of volunteers from the Seville office in the paddle tennis tournament in favor of 
Fundación Pequeño Deseo

MARCH Volunteers from the Madrid office participated in the educational program Ética en Acción in collaboration with 
Fundación Junior Achievement

Volunteers from the Lisbon office took part in a volunteers day at a soup kitchen

Campaign to collect used mobile phones at the Tenerife and Las Palmas for Fundación de Enfermos de Atrofia 
Muscular Espinal (FundAME)

APRIL Auditorium lent for a seminar by the ONG ASHOKA

Volunteers from the Madrid offices participated in the educational program Las Ventajas de Permanecer en el 
Colegio in collaboration with Fundación Junior Achievement

MAY Libro solidario campaign for AIDA - all Garrigues offices

Dissemination of the fundraising dinner organized by Fundación Pequeño Deseo in Seville

Volunteers from the Madrid offices participate in the Expokids seminar coordinated by Fundación Créate

JUNE Volunteers from the Madrid office take part in the Eco charity run, EcoRun 2013

Participation in the Conoce tus Leyes program at Centro de Integración y Participación Hispano Colombiano 
in coordination with the Madrid Autonomous Community

Rooms lent to the Spanish Red Cross for the sale of Sorteo de Oro lottery at the Seville, Malaga and 
Las Palmas offices.

Rooms lent to Fundación Española Contra el Cáncer for a meeting by the board of trustees of its Fundación 
Científica at the Madrid office

JULY 5th edition of Rock in Law in Lisbon. €84,785 was collected to support projects by Centro Parroquial de São
Nicolau, GAS Porto, Casa do ovo de Curral das Freiras and Cercica

Blood donation campaign in collaboration with the Madrid Autonomous Community Transfusion Center

AUGUST Donation of corporate material for the NGO Por la Sonrisa de un Niño for a project in Cambodia 
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Garrigues and education: 
Centro de Estudios Garrigues 
Centro de Estudios Garrigues (CEG), a subsidiary of the

law firm Garrigues, was set up in 1994 in order to provide

quality training in areas related to the Firm’s professional

work.

The link with Garrigues enables CEG to keep in constant

touch with professional practice, providing a way through

which to apply the knowledge, methods and experience

gained from professional practice to the field of education.

This is not, by any means, an exclusive relationship,

however, as CEG is conceived as an open forum for

participation, with the involvement of professionals hailing

from highly diverse backgrounds: the public authorities, the

judiciary, academic circles, private enterprise, and other

firms and consulting practices.

The range of training programs on offer includes:

• Master's Degree Programs: require full-time study and

are aimed at recent graduates.

• Executive Programs: compatible with work and aimed

at experienced professionals. 

• In-company Training Programs: tailored to the needs

of each company, and placing particular emphasis on

training in competencies requiring a mix of technical

know-how and practical skills.

• Other open-access courses and seminars: looking at

the latest issues and matters of particular law and

business-related interest. 

The following long-term programs were taught in the

2012/2013 academic year (which began in October

2012):

Program First intake Total students

MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS

Master’s Degree in Taxation 1994/1995

Master’s Degree in Business Law 1996/1997

Master’s Degree in Human Resources 1997/1998 168

Master’s Degree in Labor and Employment Legal Advisory Services 1999/2000

Master’s Degree in Banking and Finance 2000/2001

EXECUTIVE PROGRAMS

Executive Master’s Degree in Human Resources (and specialization modules) 2004/2005

Executive Program in Employment Relations 2004/2005

Executive Master’s Degree in Tax Advice 2007/2008 354

Executive Master’s Degree in International Taxation 2009/2010

Master’s Degree in Business Law (for Garrigues professionals) 2007/2009

TOTAL STUDENTS 2012 / 2013 522

Variations in total student numbers over the last three academic years were as follows:

VARIATIONS IN TOTAL STUDENT NUMBERS

2010/2011 2011/2012 2012/2013

Total students 616 647 522

CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS GARRIGUES STUDENTS
ON LONG-TERM PROGRAMS, 2012/2013
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The reduction in students observed in the 2012/2013

academic year occurs solely in the Executive programs

(aimed at working professionals), which can be attributed

to the economic crisis which has reduced the amount

companies spend on training.

In October 2013, the total number of students already

enrolled on CEG long-term programs in the 2013/2014

academic year was 378, distributed between the previous

programs that are being taught again this year and two

new programs, the Master's Degree in International

Business Law and the Executive Master's Degree in Legal

Practice. This figure will be increased by those joining as

students in the 2013/2014 academic year, the February

2014 Executive Master’s Degree in Human Resources and

those pursuing the Compensation and Benefits module in

2014.

All of the programs referred to above are open to the

public at large, except the Executive Master’s Degree in

Business Law, which is aimed exclusively at Garrigues

professionals. The program is offered to all the Firm’s new

hires and aims to round off their university education with

the business law expertise required to take their first steps

in professional practice at the highest level.

The success of our Master’s programs is borne out by

various facts and figures, such as the following:

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS EMPLOYED ON COMPLETION 

OF THE MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAM

Program Placement 

Academic year  2010/2011 Academic year  2011/2012 Academic year  2012/2013

(% at 10/20/2011) (% at 10/29/2012) (% at 10/28/2012)

Master’s Degree in Taxation 95.8 % 94.4 % 81.0 %

Master’s Degree in Business Law 97.1 % 89.7 % 89.5 %

Master’s Degree in Human Resources 100 % 100 % 94.1 %

Master’s Degree in Labor and 
Employment Legal Advisory Services 100 % 96.3 % 95.8 %

Master’s Degree in Banking and Finance 100 % 88.9 % 90.0 %

Average placement percentage 98.3 % 93.7 % 89.2 %%

PLACEMENT OF OUR PROGRAMS ON THE RANKING OF MASTER’S 

DEGREE PROGRAMS DRAWN UP BY EL MUNDO, JUNE 2013

2012/2013 Programs Place in El Mundo ranking

(by specialty)

Master’s Degree in Taxation 1st 

Master’s Degree in Business Law 2nd 

Master’s Degree in Labor and Employment Legal Advisory Services 1st

Master’s Degree in Banking and Finance 1st

Master’s Degree in Human Resources 2nd
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CEG has signed collaboration agreements with most of

the leading law firms and enterprises for professional

practice management, as well as agreements with

foundations and other academic institutions in order to

promote study and research in the field of tax and law. At

present, CEG has agreements to grant scholarships or

other collaborative activities with the following:

•  Universities: Universidad de Navarra, Universidad

Autónoma de Madrid, Universidad de Deusto,

Universidad Antonio de Nebrija, Centro Universitario

de Estudios Financieros (CUNEF), Universidad de

Cantabria, Universidad Católica Portuguesa,

Tecnológico de Monterrey (Mexico), Universidad

Austral (Argentina), Universidad de los Andes (Chile)

and Universidad Javeriana de Cali (Colombia).

•  Other institutions: Fundación Euroamérica, Fundación

Carolina, Funglode (the Dominican Republic),

Universia and ONCE.

In this regard, it is worth noting the agreements the Centre

has executed with ONCE and Fundación Universia to

secure grants for disabled students, whereby a total of 3

students received a grant in the 2012/2013 academic year.

These students had their fees reduced for the relevant

programs by 25 % in relation to the usual fees.

Since October 2009, CEG has been authorized to deliver

training programs as a center attached to Universidad

Antonio de Nebrija, and is thus entitled to offer official

master’s degree programs that are fully recognized within

the European Higher Education Area.

In addition, since 2012 CEG has had the necessary

administrative clearance to be able to deliver the Master's

Degree in Legal Practice for entry to the legal profession

which will be taught for the first time in the 2013/2014

academic year, with the following four specialties: tax law,

corporate/commercial law, labor and employment law and

international business law.

With this new master’s program, CEG’s goal is to set itself

up as a center of choice for quality legal training.

In the 2013/2014 academic year, CEG has set up a new

volunteer program to offer students the possibility of

participating in several activities that will take place on

Saturdays. Four NGOs are collaborating with this program

(Banco de Alimentos, Desarrollo y Asistencia, Pueblos

Unidos and Accem Madrid).

Moreover, in conjunction with Fundación Garrigues and

the publishing company Thompson Reuters Aranzadi, CEG

once again organized and publicized the annual Young

Lawyers Awards, which were handed out in 2013 at CEG’s

headquarters at an event attended by the Spanish

Secretary of State for Justice.

Another important achievement is the Center’s

publication of the Garrigues’ Style Manual (published by

Thomson Reuters Aranzadi), which tackles the most

common linguistic and format-related doubts that arise

when drafting legal documents. It was adapted to Catalan

in 2010, with its own, specific identity and contents.
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Not all
companies
are alike
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Information
technologies and
knowledge
management 

Information technology

In our constant effort to maintain maximum efficiency in

the use of technologies by all our professionals, with a view

to providing our clients with a better service, this year we

have set numerous projects in motion, of which we

highlight the following, as an example of our commitment

to ongoing technological innovation

• We have overhauled the entire electronic network at

our Madrid headquarters, adding new functions, which,

in turn, enable us to add services to our network.

• A new system to manage mobile devices has been

installed, enabling us to start the Bring Your Own Device

(BYOD) initiative so that all users who wish to do so

can use their own devices to access corporate

resources.

Knowledge management

Web 2.0 on in-house information and knowledge platforms 

In 2013 Garrigues has stepped up the collaborative

aspects of knowledge management, implementing new

collaboration tools in in-house information platforms that

were already up and running.

The use of social labeling and comments in the Virtual

Library (BV) and in GPS (Garrigues Professional Search

engine) in particular, enable lawyers to label and discuss

documents, books, articles and other materials included in

these tools.  It is a way of sharing experiences of improving

and giving contents added value. The labels in GPS not

only facilitate new ways of searching, but also help to

obtain more accurate results.

In addition the Virtual Library enables users to set up their

own daily alerts and RSS (Really Simple Syndication),

based on previous searches.

Progress has also been made in raising awareness of the

collaboration tools that already existed, such as Blog

Knowledge, a well-established communications channel

which provides information on developments in the in-

house information platforms (intranet, extranet, Virtual

Library, GPS, etc.), with 60 posts published by several

departments and over 5,000 hits between September 1,

2012 and June 10, 2013.

One year down the line and Garrigues' intranet, a

collaborative tool since it was launched in July 2007,

continues to be the main platform for interaction and

collaboration between Garrigues professionals, who create

and maintain their own portals. The data speaks for itself.

In 2013 there were 370 editors from 24 offices and 12

departments. There are 29 new editors with respect to

the previous year.

• Editors of the knowledge management 
department: 21

• Other support department editors 34

• Line department editors: 312

• Editors that par ticipated in line 
and support portals: 3

Knowledge management in Latin America 

Since May 2013, the Knowledge Management and

Documentation Departments have strived to help lawyers

in the new Latin American offices:

• Providing the lawyers in the new offices with the

information resources necessary to do their job.

• Obtaining the complete integration of the new offices

in Garrigues management network

This work has materialized in very specific actions such as:

• Start-up of libraries and obtaining databases and other

local information resources or resources of special

interest for the development of the business in key

countries in Latin America.

• Acquiring data bases licenses and services already

enjoyed by the firm for the new offices.

• Creating a catalog of resources and information

services for the lawyers in Latin America.
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• Creating specific sections on Latin America in the in-

house press roundups, the Virtual Library, the firm's

database portal and internal daily and half-monthly

alerts.

• Initiatives to disseminate and provide training on the

resources available, starting with the distribution of an

electronic welcome bulletin among all professionals

that join the new offices.
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Discover what lies
behind a history
dating back 71 years

Garrigues is Spain and Continental Europe’s leading
tax and legal services firm. Our team is made up of
more than 1,500 professiionals and provides ongoing
and bespoke advisory services across all business law
related matters. 

We can boast the Iberian Peninsula’s most extensive
network of offices, as well as practices in Belgium,
Brazil, Colombia, China, the US, Morocco, Poland and
the UK. 

The Bogota office is the second Garrigues HQ to
open for business in Latin America. Operating out of
this office and thanks to a team of highly specialized
practitioners, we offer tax and legal advisory services
to private companies and public entities in the
various practice areas of Colombian law.

Carrera 7 No. 75-66 - Oficina 702
Tel. +57 1 326 69 99
bogota@garrigues.com

www.garrigues.com          
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In environment,
we’ve come 
a long way 

in a short time
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Eco-efficiency program
At Garrigues, we pursue an environmentally responsible

business model. Although this is not an especially key aspect

given the nature of our business, this model enables us not

only to ensure compliance with the applicable environmental

legislation, but also to eliminate and mitigate all of the impacts

of our business and to adopt measures aimed at raising the

environmental awareness of our people.

All activities related to the management of, and good

practices in, environmental matters at our offices form part

of the Garrigues Eco-Efficiency Program (as part of the

commitments acquired under the United Nations Global

Compact, to which our firm signed up in 2002) and are

focused on the following aspects: 

Environmental awareness

Responsible consumption

Waste management

Climate change commitment

Environmental awareness

As part of our commitment to environmental responsibility,

we continually develop initiatives aimed at environmental

training and awareness-raising, both internally, by informing

on procedures at our offices (posters detailing good

practices in specific areas and sending the informative

quarterly newsletter Garrigues Sostenible, in English and

Spanish, to all members of the firm), and externally, by

preparing the Environment newsletter and free-of-charge

informative sessions on the latest developments in this area,

aimed at clients and firm collaborators.

Responsible consumption

This section covers the initiatives launched in 2013, aimed

at managing the supply chain in a sustainable manner and

at minimizing both the consumption of natural resources

and the generation of waste.

Sustainable procurement

Garrigues' supply chain is standard in the legal advisory

services industry, mainly made up of suppliers of office

materials, IT and communications products and services,

office rental, building upkeep and travel agency services.

Garrigues' suppliers include both the leading companies in

its industry that advocate for sustainable development

publicly, as well as smaller enterprises.

In any event, Garrigues is firmly committed to working with

suppliers who meet, or are willing to take on board, the

social responsibility and environmental commitments

assumed by the firm.

• The obligation and undertaking to observe all ethical,

environmental and conduct rules generally accepted in

their business.

• Acceptance of the undertaking not to contravene any

of the principles established in the United Nations

Global Compact, to which Garrigues signed up in 2002. 

• Submission by bidders of quality and environmental

certifications, which are valued in the selection process.

Garrigues' policy does not contain specific requirements in

relation to procurement from local suppliers. 

Consumption of resources

Energy

The energy2 we consume above all is electricity and all of

our electricity is obtained from outside sources. We also

use fossil fuels in boilers for heating and sanitary hot water

at some of our offices. No data are available on the

consumption of these fuels since almost all of these boilers

are controlled by the owners of the buildings housing our

offices. 

As can be seen, the consumption of electricity at our offices

has been significantly reduced in recent years. In 2013 it

stood at 435.84 Gj/m2. 

This success was thanks to a combination of awareness-

raising initiatives and the installation of efficient lighting

systems and low consumption computers and printers.

2- We assume, as a reasonable conclusion in our environment, that the energy sources
from which we obtain our electricity form part of the national energy generation mix.
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Water

Our action in this area seeks to raise awareness among

our people and, as in the case of electricity, we believe in

the importance of installing, or having the owners of our

buildings install, mechanisms which, combined with the use

of new technologies, help to reduce consumption. 

2013 saw a slight increase in annual average water

consumption per person with respect to the preceding

year. 

The General Services, Logistics and Infrastructure

Department (SGLEI) continually monitors electricity and

water consumption via a platform where each offices

inputs, on a monthly basis, the figures contained in its

invoices.  This system enables us not only to obtain

consumption figures on a global and itemized basis, but

also to make comparisons among the various offices,

observe progress or setbacks, detect anomalies, and

establish corrective measures.

Paper

We continually strive to make good on our goal of cutting

paper consumption. To do so, we use multifunctional

equipment with state of the art technology (double-sided

printing, blocking, with energy reduction systems and that

send and receive faxes with the resulting savings on

paper), which, moreover, is constantly being upgraded. 

In addition, practically 100 % of the paper consumed at

our offices comes from sustainably managed forests, and

any used paper is destroyed and recycled by authorized

managers.

In 2013, paper consumption per person was up on the

previous year, at 103.59 kg/person.

Waste management

The waste generated at Garrigues is mostly domestic and

non-hazardous in nature (295 tons). All Garrigues’ offices

have specific containers for the selective collection of light

packaging, paper and organic material. 

In addition, some hazardous waste is generated such as

fluorescent light bulbs, toner cartridges, batteries and end-

of-life IT equipment that cannot be donated to NGOs,

which is stored and delivered to authorized waste

managers to be transported and treated as required. 
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The breakdown of hazardous waste generated at

Garrigues’ Madrid office3 in the last three years is

summarized below:

With respect to waste electrical and electronic equipment

(WEEE), note that printer servers have been received

from various offices, as have old telephone terminals,

switchboards, end-of-life printers, switches, routers,

typewriters, etc., that were already obsolete and could not

feasibly be reused. They have been properly managed.

HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATED AT THE GARRIGUES MADRID OFFICES (kg)

BATTERIES FLUORESCENT TUBES WEEE

64 49 54
6 4 7
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3-  The only available data is for the Madrid office since hazardous waste generated at the other offices
is not managed directly by Garrigues, except in the case of WEEE. We estimate that the Madrid office
figures account for more than half of the hazardous waste generated at Garrigues
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Climate change commitment

Garrigues actively participates in initiatives to control

climate change and raise awareness of the issue, and

prepares an annual inventory of the GHG emissions

produced directly or indirectly by our business.

The main sources of indirect GHG emissions at Garrigues

are from paper and electricity consumption at our offices,

and the transport needs of our people (for either business

travel or daily commuting). Emissions from these sources,

both direct and indirect, are quantified according to the

Greenhouse Gas Protocol (www.ghgprotocol.org). 

Set forth below is the Garrigues GHG Inventory for the

last three years.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS INVENTORY (Tons CO2e)

2011 2012 2013

Electricity 2,255.99 2,660.67 2,503.50

Daily commuting 2,007.08 1,725.22 1,589.47

Private vehicle (gasoline) 495.43 285.91 263.41

Private vehicle (diesel) 893.08 845.82 779.27

Private vehicle (biodiesel) — 37.57 34.61

Bus 273.76 173.03 159.41

Motorbike 86.49 100.85 92.91

Subway / train 258.32 282.05 259.86

Trips 1,644.53 1,368.50 1,662.91

Plane 1,389.19 1,123.59 1,440.90

Train 207.89 209.40 185.71

Car 47.42 35.50 36.27

Boat 0.02 0.01 0.02

Paper consumption 607.98 553.97 526.59

Total emissions CO2e (ton) 6,515.58 6,308.37 6,282.46

Emissions per person CO2e (ton/person) 2.78 2.95 3.19
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Economic performance
The firm's performance in 2013 has been characterized by

its soundness. Revenues levels have been stable (-1.68 %),

enabling us to continue to hold our position of leadership

among tax and legal firms, both in Spain and in Continental

Europe. 

The aggregate rvenues at Garrigues in the last two years

have been as follows:

VARIATION IN AGGREGATE REVENUES

(millions of euros)

The following tables show the key financial aggregates of

Garrigues:
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KEY FINANCIAL AGGREGATES OF GARRIGUES 

(thousands of euros)

2012 2013

Direct economic value generated 351,746 345,634

a) Revenues 351,746 345,634

Revenues from operations 350,512 344,625

Other operating revenues 743 447

Financial revenues 488 562

Extraordinary revenues 3 0

Economic value distributed 348,021 341,539

b) Operating costs 94,536 96.835

Depreciation and amortization expense 7,198 6,867

Variation in working capital provisions 15,278 16,316

Outside services 71,300 73,306

Extraordinary expenses 760 346

c) Personnel and professional expenses 229,098 219,910

d) Payments to capital providers 5,879 6,411

e)  Payments to public authorities 18,072 18,014

Tax on economic activities and other non-income taxe 604 605

Corporate income tax -1,079 73

Social security taxes 18,547 17,336

f ) Donations and other community investments 436 369

Income for the year 3,725 4,095
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The “Payments to Public Authorities” captions disclose

payments made in connection with social security taxes,

corporate income tax, tax on economic activities and

other taxes and levies.

Garrigues and its partners make other payments to

public authorities such as those made in respect of

employees’ and partners’ social security contributions,

personal income tax withholdings, and the corporate

income tax and VAT on the activities of the firms and

their partners. The following table shows the figures for

the above-mentioned items in Spain and Portugal, as

these are the most significant.

VARIATIONS IN PERSONAL INCOME TAX, VAT 

AND PARTNER AND COMPANY SOCIAL SECURITY

CONTRIBUTIONS, AND CORPORATE INCOME 

TAX FOR SPAIN AND PORTUGAL

(thousands of euros)

Spain 2012 2013

Personal income tax of partners,  
professionals and employees 74,999 72,386

VAT for the firm and the partners 39,459 44,007

Social security contributions of the firm,  
employees and professionals 23,669 22,226

Corporate income tax 1,541 4,029

Total 139,668 142,648

Portugal 2012 2013

Personal income tax of partners, 
professionals and employees 2,121 2,063

VAT for the firm and the partners  1,334 1,228

Social security contributions of the firm, 
employees and professionals 1,189 1,070

Corporate income tax 5 2

Total 4,649 4,363

Furthermore, in 2013 Garrigues received €90,884 in aid from
the Spanish job training foundation Fundación Tripartita para la

Formación en el Empleo and other institutions in respect of

organizing training programs for its personnel. Garrigues also

generated corporate income tax credits, totaling €73,719 in
Spain and €32,351 in Portugal.
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2013 achievements and 2014 goals

Governance and Professional Practice

2013 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Revenues from transactions held steady with respect to
previous year 

• Presentation and publication of our CSR Report online
and on the intranet

• Continuing delivery of a course on the legislation and the
firm’s anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism
financing procedures to all the firm's personnel on the e-
learning platform

• Preparation of an in-house policy on social networks,
blogs and other social communication media

• Preparation of a Garrigues Code of Ethics and
establishment of an Ethics Channel

• Review and update of the Garrigues Internal Regulations

• Approval of various measures aimed at completing the
firm's Prevention Program

2014 GOALS
•  To ensure that revenues from operations and productivity
perform consistently with market and economic
conditions and with the firm’s past record

•  To complete the process of reviewing and updating the
firm's policies, procedures, programs, regulations, codes
and internal rules (Internal Regulations and Prevention
Program) and to implement the new measures approved

•  To inform, raise the awareness of, and train all Garrigues
personnel regarding the review and update carried out
in relation to the Garrigues Internal Regulations and the
Prevention Program

Clients

2013 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Progressive opening of firm's own network of offices in
major Latin American countries, starting with Colombia

• Launch of the client coordination and follow-up plan

• Review of the client satisfaction survey and interview
process and increase in number of those interviewed

• Creation of new industry lines

2014 GOALS
• To open offices in Peru and Mexico, thereby continuing
Garrigues' expansion plans in Latin America

• To complete the client satisfaction survey interview
process in progress

• To follow through on the client coordination and
follow-up plan
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Personnel

2013 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Modification of the structure of the recruitment
process (cutting down on time taken to reply to
candidates and inclusion of new tests) 

• Training on the new recruitment process for the
professionals who participate in it

• Online communication with candidates using our IT
system

• Collaboration of teachers on the Master’s programs
for entry to the legal profession

• Hosting of  trainees from the Bologna studies plan

• Training 1,676 people on the e-learning platform 

• Change in professional classifications 

• Updating and integration with the SAP platform of the
model for setting goals for and evaluating partners

• Analysis of new flexible employee compensation
schemes 

• Establishment of a Mobility Plan at the firm

2014 GOALS
• To recruit the professional teams for the Latin American
offices

• To increase the number of agreements signed for the
Master’s program for entry to the legal profession and the
number of collaborating professional lecturers 

• To take students on the Master’s programs for entry to
the legal profession on as interns

• To launch an e-learning course on the Garrigues Code of
Ethics 

• To set in place an e-learning course on the Firm’s
Prevention Program, rounded out with face-to-face
training sessions delivered at departmental level.  

• To create and disseminate an e-learning course on
occupational risk prevention

• To develop a Mobility Plan 
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Society

2013 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Holding of the Rock in Law charity concert in Lisbon

• Staging in Madrid of the “Conference on Legal Pro Bono
Work and Corporate Outreach” in collaboration with
the Cyrus Vance Group

• Release of the Garrigues Pro Bono Manual

• Information on the corporate outreach initiatives of
Garrigues personnel in the “Social Corner” section of
InterNos. Increased participation by firm personnel

• Signature of the collaboration agreement with
Universidad Pontificia Comillas for the Legal Clinic project
the goal of which is to tutor and supervise students who,
through pro bono work, collaborate with nonprofit
entities

• Teaching (in October 2013) of the first edition of the
Master’s Degree in Legal Practice granting entry to the
legal profession, with its four specialist areas:  Corporate,
Tax, Labor and Employment and International Business
Law

• Launch of workshops (short-duration programs aimed at
professional practitioners) in the area of human resources

• Teaching (in October 2013) of the first edition of the new
Executive Master's Degree in Business Legal Practice

• Teaching of new editions of already existing international
programs (International Business Law, with Harvard Law
School, the programs Ethics and Humanities for a Global
Citizenry and Training the Global Lawyer, the outcome of
a collaboration agreement executed with Instituto
Tecnológico de Monterrey, and the courses Anglo
American Law and International Legal English and
Business English Certificate), and teaching of two new
international programs (Introduction to the Spanish,
European and North American Justice Systems, with
Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey, and a course on
Emerging Legal Practices, International Law, Client
Relationship Management and Regulated Industries, with
Universidad Javeriana de Cali)

2014 GOALS
• To continue with corporate outreach initiatives in the area
of pro bono work based on the collaboration agreement
signed with Universidad Pontificia Comillas

• To increase the number of charity campaigns in
collaboration with Garrigues people

• To inform about new corporate outreach projects and
initiatives in the “Social Corner” section of the in-house
digital weekly newsletter InterNos

• To continue boosting the international profile of Centro
de Estudios Garrigues

• To expand workshops to the field of taxation

• To consolidate the master's program for entry to the legal
profession as a benchmark master's program in the
market
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Information technology and knowledge
management

2013 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Performance of a project to change the network
electronics at the offices in Madrid

• Implementation of an optical character recognition (OCR)
tool for the automatic indexing of scanned documents

• Update of the SAP management support platform

• Automation of the administration of physical document
filing

• Implementation of a tool for developing content for our
e-learning platform

• Performance of an audit of security systems in accordance
with the Personal Data Protection Organic Law (LOPD)

• Implementation of a mobile device management (MDM)
tool for controlling such devices

• Development of an IT tool for managing complaints
lodged via the Garrigues Ethics Channel

• Monitoring of providers developing applications with legal
content for tablets, e-readers and cell phones and
promote their use within the firm

• Replacement of the Catalog OPAC with a Virtual Library
with an entirely online search tool, thesauri in various
languages and interface for mobile devices

• Launch of a system to receive, follow up on and consult
applications made by our professionals with the
documentation centers

• Study of a system enabling loans of electronic resources
housed in the Virtual Library (essentially e-books)

• Incorporation of collaborative functionalities (comments,
assessment and social labeling) in certain information
management tools (Virtual Library and corporate search
engine)

• Support to the partners and their teams in the opening
of the new offices in Latin America: right-sizing of
resources and integration into the Garrigues knowledge
management infrastructure

• Creation of an application for use on tablets and cell
phones for sending clients the legal publications prepared
by the firm's professionals

• Creation of information channels in Garrigues social
media, with the corporate blog as the communication
focal point 

2014 GOALS
• To launch a tool for the secure sharing of large-sized files
with our clients

• To expand WIFI at our offices including the new 802,11ac
technology

• To expand domestic and international lines of
communication

• To install a communications accelerator at international
offices

• To improve remote access and access to applications at
international offices with Citrix

• To carry out a project to encrypt the storage units of
laptop computers

• To approve a new framework for training on knowledge
management resources at Garrigues for the years 2014-
2015

•To generate content for the e-learning platform for training
and dissemination of in-house information management
tools (corporate search engine, Intranet, connectivity and
Virtual Library)

• To digitize and upload in-house courses to the Intranet, in
lieu of recording on loan CD-Rom

• To design and launch a monographic course on resources
for iPad

• To create a Knowledge Area on the Intranet, with the
portals and technical and legal tools used by the lawyers

• To increase the number of business intelligence tools and
other resources for market research

• To launch a system whereby clients are provided with
commentaries on new legislation via e-mail 

• To launch system for digital communication with clients
to improve the receipt of communications and to
customize content

• To develop information channels in social media
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Environment

2013 ACHIEVEMENTS
• Regularization of agreements/addenda held steady

• Partial inclusion of LED technology at the Murcia and
Bilbao offices

• Replacement of bathroom fixtures at Centro de Estudios
Garrigues with others that operate with sensors and
aerators (“shower system”)

• Performance of an eco-audit of water at the headquarters

• Reduction of battery consumption by more than 23 %
with respect to the previous year

• Replacement of 10 multifunctional devices with other
more efficient devices

2014 GOALS
•  To regularize new agreements/addenda

• To include advanced technologies for cutting down on
consumption and emissions

• To study the implementation of certain of the
recommendations from the eco-audit and to follow up
on those already implemented

•  To continue cutting down on battery consumption

• To replace multifunctional equipment with other more
environmentally-friendly equipment when they expire

•  To start the storage and collection for recycling of lighting
consumables (bulbs/fluorescent tubes) at all offices

The goals set for 2013 are detailed in the 2012 CSR Report, available at www.garrigues.com >The Firm > CSR > Previous editions
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EXHIBIT I
Guiding principles

Analysis of materiality

In the context of this CSR Report, “material aspect” means an

aspect that may substantively influence a stakeholder's opinion in

relation to Garrigues and that may also result in a decision that

could significantly affect Garrigues' results and objectives as a

business group.

We have identified—through the information sources relating to

each stakeholder (see “Who we are” section)—the following

factors for each aspect of the list contained in the Standard

Disclosures of the Global Reporting Initiative:

• The stakeholder's expectation of Garrigues regarding the

aspect in question, which reflects a combination of (i) the

importance that the stakeholder attaches to the aspect; (ii)

Garrigues' actual ability to control this aspect; and (iii) the

actual impact of/on the aspect caused by Garrigues.

• The stakeholder's ability to influence Garrigues' results and

objectives.

Garrigues considers both these factors to ascertain the aspects

that will be considered material in preparing the CSR report. The

material aspects identified for this Report were as follows:

GRI economic aspects

•  Economic performance
• Market presence
• Indirect impacts (pro bono)

GRI environmental aspects
•  Materials consumption
• Energy consumption
• Water consumption
• Emissions (of CO2)
• Effluents and waste
• Compliance
• Environmental expenses and investments

GRI social aspects

"Labor practices" sub-category:
•  Employment
• Labor and management relations
• Occupational health and safety

• Training and education
• Diversity and equal opportunities
• Equal remuneration
• Labor practices grievance mechanisms

“Human rights” sub-category:

•  Non-discrimination

“Society” sub-category:

• Anti-corruption

• Political contributions

• Anti-competitive behavior

• Compliance

“Product responsibility” sub-category:

•  Product/service labeling (client satisfaction surveys)

• Marketing communications

• Privacy

• Compliance

Management approach

With respect to the set of labor practice aspects indicated

above, which we wish to highlight first, their materiality mainly

stems from the importance of human capital at professional

services firms, especially in the legal field.  Accordingly, all the

GRI aspects that result in an improvement for personnel have

been material. At Garrigues we have a specific department and

committee to manage these aspects. The information relating

to these aspects is set out in detail throughout this Report. 

The economic aspects noted have been material in preparing

this Report mainly due to the expectation that the personnel

and the partners of the firm have in relation to certain issues

addressed by GRI (value generated and distributed, entry-level

wages and pro bono work). This specific information is

reflected by GRI in the aspects included in the above table

and is described in the sections of the Report dedicated to

pro bono, personnel and economic aspects. 

With respect to the aspects included in “human rights,”

“society” and “product responsibility,” their inclusion stems

from the relevance that ethical and compliance issues have

for Garrigues, and practically all of its stakeholders.  The

indicators chosen for these aspects are the ones where GRI

describes these kinds of concerns. The chapter on compliance

and integrity at Garrigues provides detailed information on

the organization and the steps taken by the firm in this respect,



with the exception of the “product/service labeling” aspect

the inclusion of which is solely due to the importance that

the client survey has for the firm, its personnel and its clients,

a matter addressed by GRI under this aspect. It is a key aspect

for the firm, and its operating and organizational structure

seeks to ensure the highest levels of client satisfaction. 

Lastly, the environmental aspects identified as material reflect

the expectations that exist for the firm in this respect,

although in a manner that is not as intense as in the case of

the previous aspects.  The impetus behind these expectations

varies depending on the stakeholder, spanning from legal

compliance and cost cutting as a part of adequate

environmental management to the sensitivity of partners,

clients, society and personnel toward certain issues (e.g., CO2
emissions, water consumption, recycling).

Accordingly, at Garrigues we expressly recognize

environmental management as an activity under everyone's

responsibility, with the coordination of a specific department

that carries out periodic reviews and proposes environment-

related goals depending on the results achieved. 

Scope, period and limits

The information supplied in the CSR Report in relation to the

material aspects includes all of the Garrigues companies, and

excludes the impact on the upstream and downstream value

chain, unless expressly indicated otherwise in each aspect. The

impacts on the value chain are described (where appropriate

as a result of the materiality analysis) in the relevant section on

each aspect. Likewise, the information supplied relates to

Garrigues' fiscal year (from September 1, 2012 to August 31,

2013), unless indicated otherwise. The report also includes data

and quantitative indicators from the two immediately preceding

years.  Regarding economic performance, aggregated

information from the immediately preceding year is included.4

The entities referred to in this Report are:

• J & A Garrigues, S. L. P. (**)

• Garrigues Portugal, S. L. P.

• Garrigues, LLP (USA) (*)

• Garrigues UK, LLP.

• Garrigues Human Capital Services, S. L. P. (*)

• Garrigues Maroc SARLAU (Morocco) (*)

•Garrigues Polska I Pablo Olabarri Gortázar, Spolka

Komandytowa

• Rino Asesores, S. L. P. (*)

• G-advisory Consultoría Técnica, Económica y

Estratégica, S. L. P. (***)

• Centro Europeo de Estudios y Formación Empresarial
Garrigues, S. L. P. (*)

• Garrigues IP, S. L. P.

• Garrigues IP, L. D. A. (*)

• Garrigues Sports & Entertainment, S. L. P. (*)

• Garrigues Consultoría de Empresa Familiar, S. L. P.

• J & A Garrigues Consultores em Direito Estrangeiro/Direito

Espanhol

• Garrigues Colombia SAS

• J & A Garrigues Perú Sociedad Civil de Responsabilidad

Limitada

Frequency

The Report is published annually. This being the eighth CSR Re-

port published by Garrigues. The first edition, in relation to fiscal

year 2006, was released in 2007.

Accuracy

The information in this Report is taken from the data available

on Garrigues’ information systems.

The Report was based on the G4 guidelines published in 2013

by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The “Making the Con-

nection Report” was also borne in mind as a means of cross-

referencing the guidelines with the principles of the United

Nations Global Company, which Garrigues signed 2002. 

Garrigues also considers other international standards such as

the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol WRI/WBCSD),

the UNE-ISO 26000 Standard (2012), the OECD Guidelines

for Multinational Enterprises (revised in 2011) and the UN

Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (2011) and

the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC).
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4 - Information available in Corporate Social Responsibility Reports from previous years
(see www.garrigues.com > The Firm > CSR > Previous editions).

(*) Sole-shareholder companies.

(**) In fiscal year 2013, J & A Garrigues, S. L. P. absorbed the companies Garrigues Norte, S.
L. P. and Ribalta Abogados, S. L. P. 

(***) Company formerly known as Garrigues Medio Ambiente, Consultoría Técnica y de
Gestión Integrada del Medio Ambiente, S. L. P.
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Garrigues has in place the means to ensure the quality and ac-

curacy of the information included in this report. The areas that

participate in its preparation have information systems in place

that provide a solid source of content.  All of the above is com-

pleted with an audit conducted by an external auditor.

This report has been verified “in accordance” with the G4 gui-

delines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) by the indepen-

dent entity AENOR on October 29, 2013.
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EXHIBIT II
Table of GRI contents
and performance 
indicators

CSR REPORT CONTENTS
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

1. Strategy and analysis

G4-1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization about the 
relevance of sustainability to the organization and the organization’s strategy 
for addressing sustainability 1 5

2. Organizational profile

G4-3 Name of the organization 2 7

G4-4 Primary brands, products and services 2 7 and 8

G4-5 Location of organization’s headquarters                                                                  c/ Hermosilla, 3 - 28001 
Madrid (España)

G4-6 Number of countries where the organization operates 2 7

G4-7 Nature of ownership and legal form 2 and Exhibit I 7 and 54

G4-8 Markets served 2 and 3 7 and 13

G4-9 Scale of the organization 2, 4 and 8 7, 19 and 47 (1)

G4-10 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, region and gender. 
Significant variations in employment numbers 4 19 (3), (4), (5),

(6) and (7)

G4-11 Percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining agreements See 2009 CSR Report, section 6, 
page 59 available at www.garrigues.com > 
The firm > CSR > Previous editions 

G4-12 Describe the organization's supply chain 7 41 (12)

G4-13 Significant changes regarding the organization's size, structure, ownership, 
or its supply chain 1, 2 and Exhibit I 5, 7 and 54

G4-14 Explanation of how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed 
by the organization 2 and Exhibit I 8 and 54

G4-15 Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles, 
or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or which it endorses 5, 7 and 8 29, 41 and 47

G4-16 Main national and international associations to which the organization belongs 
or which it supports Member of more than 90 associations,

professional groups and similar entities, domestically
and internationally, in the public and private arenas
(bar and economists' associations in the jurisdictions
in which we operate, business associations, 

universities, etc.)
3. Identified material aspects and boundaries

G4-17 Entities included in the organization's consolidated financial statements 
or equivalent documents. Report whether any entity is not covered by the report Exhibit I 54
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CSR REPORT CONTENTS
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

G4-18 Explain process for defining the report content and the aspect boundaries

Explain how the organization has implemented the Reporting Principles 
for Defining Report Content Exhibit I 54

G4-19 Identified material aspects Exhibit I 54

G4-20 Aspect boundary within the organization for each material aspect Exhibit I 54

G4-21 Aspect boundary outside the organization for each material aspect Exhibit I 54

G4-22 Explanation of the effect of any restatements of information provided in previous 
reports, and the reasons for such restatements Exhibit I 54

G4-23 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope 
and aspect boundaries Exhibit I 54

4. Stakeholder Engagement

G4-24 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization 2 10

G4-25 Explain the basis for identification and selection of stakeholders 2 10

G4-26 Approaches to stakeholder engagement 2 10

G4-27 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement 
and how the organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, 
including through its reporting 2 and 3 10 and 14

5. Report Profile

G4-28 Reporting period for information provided Exhibit I 54

G4-29 Date of most recent previous report Exhibit I 54

G4-30 Reporting cycle Exhibit I 54

G4-31 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents "Contact us" section at  
www.garrigues.com

G4-32 Table indicating the "in accordance" option chosen (core or comprehensive).                            Exhibit II and Exhibit III,
Reference to External Assurance Report 57 and 66

G4-33 Explain the organization's policy and current practice with regard to seeking external 
assurance for the report Explain the relationship between organization and the                         The Report has been 
assurance providers Explain whether the highest governance body or senior verified by an independent third party
executives are involved in seeking assurance for the organization's sustainability report     Exhibit I and Exhibit  III, 54 and 66

6. Governance

G4-34 Governance structure of the organization. Identify any committees responsible for 
decision-making on economic, environmental and social impacts 2 8

7. Ethics and Integrity

G4-56 Describe the organization's values, principles, standards and norms of behavior 2 8

ECONOMIC (EC)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Disclosures on management approach

G4-DMA Information on economic management approach related to material aspects 1, 8 and Exhibit I 5, 47 and 54

Economic performance

G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 8 47

Market presence

G4-EC5 Ratios of standard entry level wage compared to local minimum wage 
at significant locations of operation 4 24

Indirect economic impacts

G4-EC7 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services supported 5 29
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ENVIRONMENTAL (EN)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Disclosures on management approach

G4-DMA Information on environmental management approach related to material aspects 1,7 and Exhibit I 5, 41 and 54

Materials

G4-EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 7 41

G4-EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials 7 41

Energy

G4-EN3 Energy consumption within the organization 7 41

G4-EN6 Reduction of energy consumption 7 41

Water

G4-EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 7 41

Emissions 

G4-EN15 Direct CO2 emissions (scope 1) 7 44

G4-EN16 Energy indirect CO2 emissions (scope 2) 7 44 (13)

G4-EN17 Other indirect CO2 emissions (scope 3) 7 44

G4-EN19 Reduction of CO2 emissions 7 44 (13)

Effluents and Waste

G4-EN22 Total water discharge by quality and destination Exhibit I 54 (2)

G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 7 42

Compliance

G4-EN29 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions 
for noncompliance with environmental laws and regulations None

Total

G4-EN31 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type                     Environmental investment: 361,288.35 €
Breakdown by type:

FSC stationery: 267,349. 14 €
Glass water bottles (Madrid): 6,631.20 €
Destruction/paper recycling: 80,068.63 €
Waste recycling: 867.38 €
Efficient taps (Recoletos Building): 5,328.04 €

SOCIAL: Labor practices and decent work (LA)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Disclosures on management approach

G4-DMA Information on social management approach related to material aspects 1, 4, 5 and Exhibit I    5,19,29,548

Employment

G4-LA1 Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, 
gender, and region Exhibit I 54 (5), (6)

G4-LA2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary 
or part-time employees, by significant locations of operations 4 24

G4-LA3 Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender Exhibit I 54 (9)

Labor/Management relations

G4-LA4 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes, including whether 
these are specified in collective agreements See 2009 CSR Report, section 6, 

page 59 available at www.garrigues.com >  
The firm > CSR > Previous editions
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SOCIAL: Labor practices and decent work (LA)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Occupational health and safety

G4-LA6 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number 
of work-related fatalities by region and by gender 4 and  Exhibit I 19, 25 and 54 (8)

Training and education

G4-LA9 Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employee category 4 and  Exhibit I 22 and 54 (10)

G4-LA10 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings 4 22

G4-LA11 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development 
reviews, by gender 4 20

Diversity and equal opportunity

G4-LA12 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee 
category according to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other 
indicators of diversity 4 19 (3) and (4)

Equal remuneration for women and men

G4-LA13 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category, 
by significant locations of operation 4 24 (11)

Labor practices grievance mechanisms

G4-LA16 Number of grievances about labor practices filed, addressed, and resolved through
formal grievance mechanisms None

SOCIAL: Human Rights (HR)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Non-discrimination

G4-HR3 Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken None

SOCIAL: Society (SO)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Anti-corruption

G4-SO3 Total number and percentage of operation assessed for risks related to corruption  100 %
and the significant risks identified

G4-SO4 Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and procedures In 2013, an anti-money laundering course  
was given to all employees. In 2014,  

communication and training will be given  
on the firm's policies and procedures 

(including in relation to anti-corruption)

G4-SO5 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken None 

Public Policy

G4-SO6 Total value of political contributions by country and beneficiary 0

Anti-competitive behavior

G4-SO7 Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, 
and monopoly practices and their outcomes None

Compliance

G4-SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary 
sanctions for noncompliance with laws and regulations 0
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SOCIAL: Product responsibility (PR)
GRI Section Description Section Page Notes

Product and service labeling

G4-PR5 Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction 3 14

Marketing communications

G4-PR7 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations concerning marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship, by type of outcomes None

Customer privacy

G4-PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy 
and losses of customer data None

Compliance

G4-PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for noncompliance with laws and regulations 
concerning the provision and use of products and services 0

Notes:  

(1) By industry type and type of company ownership, the only indicators that accurately reflect the firm’s size are: number of persons, number of partners and
billings. 

(2) The water supply at all our offices comes from the municipal water supply network and is only used for office purposes. Thus, the only waste water we generate
is sanitary water, which is channeled via the municipal treatment network. No accidental spillages have occurred. 

(3) Variation in personnel numbers by professional category and region (year-end figures):

HEADCOUNT BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY

Category 2011 2012 Category 2013

Partner 279 284 Partner 287

Associate 535 504 Counsel 11

Principal Associate 110

Senior Associate 394

Senior Lawyer 460 376 Associate 421

Junior 478 417 Junior 218

Admin. and Support 592 554 Admin. and Support 526

Total 2,344 2,135 Total 1,967

Note: Changes to the nomenclature of the different professional categories were introduced in 2013. In 2013, 
the Associate category includes an extra year of experience (previously included under junior). 



HEADCOUNT BY REGION

Region 2011 2012 2013

Spain 2,147 1,954 1,780

Portugal 131 115 109

International 66 66 78

Total 2,344 2,135 1,967

(4) Data on headcount by professional category, gender and age at the 2013 year-end:

HEADCOUNT BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GENDER

Category Men % Women % Total

Partners 246 86 % 41 14 % 287
Counsel 7 64 % 4 36 % 11
Principal Associate 81 74 % 29 26 % 110
Senior Associate 221 56 % 173 44 % 394
Associate 183 43 % 238 57 % 421
Junior 98 45 % 120 55 % 218
Admin. and Support 88 17 % 438 83 % 526
Total 924 47 % 1,043 53 % 1,967

(5) New hires by gender, professional category and region at the 2013 year-end:

NEW HIRES BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GENDER

Category Men Women Total

Partners 100 % 0 % 1
Principal Associate 67 % 33 % 6
Senior Associate 75 % 25 % 4
Associate 53 % 47 % 17
Junior 46 % 54 % 115
Admin. and Support 16 % 84 % 25
Total 44 % 56 % 168

Note: For information on internal promotions, see the "Career Development" section of the report.
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HEADCOUNT BY CATEGORY, GENDER AND AGE
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NEW HIRES BY REGION

Region Men Women Total

Spain 62 77 139
Portugal 3 2 5
Internationall 9 15 24
Total 74 94 168

(6)Total employee turnover, by professional category, gender and region:

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY AND GENDER

2011 2012 2013

Men (M) / Women (W) M W M W Men (M) / Women (W) M W
Partner 13 0 10 0 Partner 5 0
Associate 61 33 70 45 Counsel 0 0

Principal Associate 7 0
Senior Associate 37 24

Senior Lawyer 49 81 73 81 Associate 58 68
Junior 84 90 64 53 Junior 39 45
Admin. and Support 12 51 8 60 Admin. and Support 4 46
Total 219 255 225 239 Total 150 183

Note: Changes to the nomenclature of the different professional categories were introduced in 2013. In 2013, the Associate category includes an 
extra year of experience (previously included under junior). 

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER BY REGION

2013

H M Total
Spain 138 170 308
Portugal 7 4 11
International 5 9 14
Total 150 183 333

(7) Our firm has never undergone any process in its history as a result of which jobs were lost (collective layoff procedures, etc.).
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(8) Absentee rate:

Total Men Women

2013 absentee rate by gender (%) 1.72 0.27 1.45

2011 2012 2013

Variations in the absentee rate (%) 1.91 2.16 1.72

Note:The absentee rate calculated refers only to Spain.

(9) In 2013, 72 employees out of a total of 92 who took maternity leave were still serving at the firm 12 months after coming back to work, which
in percentage terms is 79 % of all women taking maternity leave. As for the new fathers, 17 employees out of a total of 22 taking paternity leave
were still serving 12 months after coming back to work, a 77 % slice of the total number taking paternity leave.

STAFF RETURNING AFTER MATERNITY/PATERNITY LEAVE

Women Men
Nº % Nº %

Left within 12 months of returning after 
maternity/paternity leave 20 21 5 23

Left before returning after 
maternity/paternity leave 0 0 0 0

Serving 12 months after returning from 
maternity/paternity leave 72 79 17 77

Total 92 100 22 100

(10)Variation in average number of training hours:

VARIATION IN AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS

Category 2011 2012 Category 2013

Partner 62 61 Partner 57
Associate 76 78 Counsel 44

Principal Associate 73
Senior Associate 86

Senior Lawyer 106 103 Associate 107
Junior 265 243 Junior 224
Admin. and Support 32 36 Admin. and Support 36

Note: Changes to the nomenclature of the different professional categories were introduced in 2013. In 2013, 
the Associate category includes an extra year of experience (previously included under junior). 

(11) The firm’s employees are paid over and above the statutory minimum salary set for every place where it operates and for every professional ca-
tegory.

(12) In light of the nature and volume of the services obtained by Garrigues, there is not considered to be any direct risk of violation of human rights
in the supply chain, and the firm is not considered even to have a significant influence on it. To date, there have been no complaints or claims in
this regard.
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(13) Breakdown of GHG emissions by energy source:

By energy source, 8 % of indirect GHG emissions come from paper consumption, while the remaining 92 % is distributed equally among the
other sources (electricity, business trips and daily transportation). Therefore, in recent years the main efforts to reduce GHG emissions at our
offices have targeted energy consumption (discussed in the “Energy Consumption” section) and business trips (promoting the use of videocon-
ferencing). 

Thanks to the use of videoconferencing, this has avoided the need to make 11,3275 business trips, not to mention the large cost saved for the
firm, a net reduction of 1,994 tons of CO2 equivalent emissions, as well as bringing greater productivity and making life easier for our people.

In terms of daily transport and according to the mobility survey conducted in 2012, public transport remains the most popular mode of transport
(used by 28 % of our people), along with the most sustainable transport of them all: traveling on foot or by bicycle, which is the preferred way
for 33 % of our people.

Garrigues does not generate significant emissions of non-GHG gases.

CO2 EMISSIONS

Paper consumption 8 %
Daily transport 25 %
Trips 26 %
Electricity 40 %

MODES OF TRANSPORT USED BY GARRIGUES 

PERSONNEL ON THEIR COMMUTE TO WORK

On foot/bike 33 %
Motorbike 11 %
Bus 11 %
Subway/train 17 %
Private vehicle (biodiesel) 1 %
Private vehicle (diesel) 19 %
Private vehicle (gasoline) 9 %

5-  It has been estimated that 50 % of the persons taking part in a video-conference with a different office would have traveled, had this technology not been available.
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